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BEAUTIFUL MOON

if you shoot for the moon,  
he will have the last laugh
i wanted it all, his best offer was half...
a night in his bath made imposter of day,
oh beautiful moon, did i chase you away?
the thief in my room could not see in the dark
that the moon is for free 
if you know how to ask.. 
(better not not to ask).
i stumbled and saw it was not meant to be
you’re still hanging there always out of reach
oh moon, you’re the moon, you’re the moon
that makes the madmen moan
that lures the waves 
made a crooner croak this lonely tune
i mean you’re the moon,
not a figure of speech
you’re out of reach

TANPA NAMA (NAMELESS)
 

Was silence hollowed out of us 
Or something wholly of its own? 

My heartbeat has grown too faint to hear 
No humming veins disturb these stony ears.

When the wind dies on the desert floor 
And stillness calms the ocean roar

Is it silence when there’s none to hear?
As you near it do you fear it more?

Unlike other limber cats
I face forward I never back

Is that a tail? I can never tell
So many tales  you can never tell

Time can can never tell
I can never tell



ANNABEL

Strange girl, faraway star 
never got a fix on who you were

the manner of your arrival 
was nothing pretty  it was survival 

Oh Annabel

you played the rules and you broke the game
you flew back into that famous blackhole  

from whence you came
deranged angel….

sour knell of your broken bells 
you turned quite pale as you cast your spell

you liked a hint of that sulphur smell
didn’t you, Annabel?

compound ritual error bred existential terror
when bodies fell past your window

then you knew it was time to go 
to disappear into your own shadow

scripture was wrong
but the script was strong
we were hardly meek
but we sang along
you just made it up 
as you rolled along 
you kept rolling on
oh annabel

lucky they got your shirt undone
could never say they were the only one
you bled red
you were one of us
homegrown alien
on a london bus
genius with a fiery tongue
they stuck to us the songs you sung
you left us too young
left us too young
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SPOONS

Surrounded by your spoons 
You held court, reclining, 
Your eyes forever moons
slow motion lightning.
Faces took you in,
Nights smelled of jasmine.
The ground around us then,
So warm and human.
Barefoot in the small hours,
I crossed a hidden wire.
A sudden blossom in my chest
Spread out like fire...
Some other year, some other town
In the street i heard your name,
Gutters have their fill
Of leaves that wont explain.
Mirrors getting longer,
Days are warming though,
All I need to remember
Is to leave a space for you.

GHOST CHILD 

hawk rising 
circles the empty sky 

she is just being 
and i am, just being 

someone somewhere  
someone somehow,

the fraying edge of the picture now
just now was a fledgeling

on a high ledge looking down

the ghost of a child
echoes on the wind

i have returned
in an older skin

river-killer  
she breaks and mends

smoke ahead 
my journeys end...

others will share
these eyes, this face

ash all over this ancient place

ghost of a child
always close behind 

your shining eyes 
and your hoard of time

out in the wild
voices ride the wind

go speak with them child
those echoes echoes echoes

on the wind
they say the future is a trial 

but never give in
never give in
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SPHINX      
            
Reluctantly I took the call
Knowing it was from the Sphinx
Spinx said “I’m not the one who knows it all,
But I have had pause to think,
I’ve seen kingdoms rise and empires fall
Some men stand tall, while others shrink
power power everywhere, not a single drop to drink
in the desert that’s no joke
its thirsty work beguiling folk 
while madmen hover at the brink….
We romanced back when we were young
In my feline innocence
curious sins whose price has been 
to become your conscience
Milk you spilt turned quite sour
all actions have their consequence 
Years peel off or add a layer 
memories are the fists they clench”
Dear Sphinx please be more succinct,  
the days are short, I’ve chores to run
I’m happy that you thought to call
Sorry to be so humdrum
Kindly summarise your conundrum
 “Easy truth is not my thing
I would rather play the riddle game:
How come you bums who sing and strum
always seem to sound the same?
All the scenes I’ve seen and words I’ve heard
scattered in this sea of sand...
Of papyrus script and mobile phones, 
Truth and lies and flesh and bones 
just a little dust remains…. 
the caravans pass, the action fades
to the silence at the end of songs
the silence at the end of songs…”

GOING DOWN 

I was in command    
But things got out of hand

Now some fool mistake  
Has sealed up my fate

I’m going down where the voices drown
Someone’s plan not mine

Sent me here to hold the line
Out into a strange landscape  

To block the devil’s gate
I’m going down 

There’s a beating sound
Out there we were on our own

Stuck inside a killing zone
Where its do or be done to

Now the world’s overthrown
The deadly ones you never see 

I never laid an eye on the one who put his mark on me
I’m going down   
I’m going down
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ROSE 
(wiliam blake) 

oh rose, thou art sick
the invisible worm that flies in the night
though the howling storm
has found out thy bed of crimson joy
and his dark secret love 
does thy life destroy
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